Choose the Word

Parent Directions: Have your child read each sentence and choose the word that makes sense.

1. The song was a ____________ and made the singer a star.
   megawatt    megahit    megaton

2. The ____________ carried a full cargo of oil down the river.
   supercomputer    supertanker    superstar

3. A ____________ of schools is in charge of all schools in a school district.
   superlative    superintendent    superb

4. Some old magazines were copied on ____________ and stored in the library to make room for newer magazines.
   microfilm    superabundance    microcosm

5. Doctors tried to find a vaccine to prevent the spread of the new ____________.
   microwave    superbug    hypertension

Parent Directions: Have your child look at the pairs of words and circle the word with the prefix that means “great.”

6. megawatt    supermarket

7. hyperbole    megabyte

8. megadose    microsurgery

9. megahit    superstar

10. megaphone    hyperventilate